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Abstract: The ubiquity of the various cheap embedded sensors on mobile devices, for example cameras, microphones, accelerometers, and so on, is enabling the emergence of participatory sensing applications. While participatory sensing can benefit the individuals and communities greatly, the collection and analysis of the participants’ location and trajectory data may jeopardize their privacy. However, the existing proposals mostly focus on participants’ location privacy, and few are done on participants’ trajectory privacy. The effective analysis on trajectories that contain spatial-temporal history information will reveal participants’ whereabouts and the relevant personal privacy.
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1. Introduction

Participatory sensing [2] is an emerging computing paradigm that enables the distributed collection of data by self-selected participants. It allows the increasing number of mobile phone users to share local knowledge acquired by their sensor-equipped devices (e.g., to monitor temperature, pollution level, or consumer pricing information). It allows individuals to identify, measure, and address problems as diverse as air pollution or the damage to fragile ecosystems using mobile phones with basic sensing and communication systems like cameras, global positioning systems (GPS), and text messaging. With the development of wireless communication technologies, such as WLAN, 3G/LTE, WiMAX, Bluetooth, Zig bee, and so on, mobile devices are equipped with a variety of embedded sensors that has powerful sensing, storage and processing capabilities which enables participatory sensing to emerge as a new and powerful technology. While research initiatives and prototypes proliferate, participatory sensing’s real-world impact is often bounded to comprehensive user participation. If users have no incentive, or feel that their privacy might be endangered, it is likely that they will not participate.

1.1 Location Privacy

Location privacy [6] is a particular type of information privacy. Location privacy is defined as the ability to prevent other unauthorized parties from learning one’s current or past location. Many technologies can determine the location of an individual. One of the earliest systems designed for location tracking is the Global Positioning System (GPS). This system uses satellites to help devices determine their location. The GPS works best outdoors where it has line-of-sight to the satellites and few obstructions. For commercial products, resolution to within 4m is achievable. The GPS is widely deployed and integrated, especially in map applications. Although GPS devices do not transmit, they are being increasing integrated into PDAs and other devices which do. In a successful privacy attack, some party obtains unauthorized information. Individuals intend that some information about themselves should be available to others, and that the rest remain private. The means by which the individual’s preferences were circumvented is the attack vector. The main privacy concern with regards to ubiquitous computing is that many new automated attack vectors become possible. Loosely categorized, automated digital devices obtain information either through communication, observation, or inference.

1.2 Trajectory Privacy

A trajectory is the path that a moving object follows through space as a function of time. Participatory sensing applications mainly depend on the collection of data across wide geographic areas. The sensor data uploaded by participants are invariably tagged with the spatial-temporal information when the readings were recorded the published trajectories for decision making, for example, merchants may decide where to build a supermarket that can produce maximum profit by analyzing trajectories of customers in a certain area and the Department of Transportation can make an optimized vehicle scheduling strategy by monitoring trajectories of vehicles. However, it may introduce serious threats to participants’ privacy. Adversary may possibly analyze the trajectories which contain rich spatial-temporal history information to link multiple reports from the same participants and determine certain private information such as the places where the data reports are collected. Thus, it is necessary to unlink the participants’ identities from sensitive data collection locations. One of the methods to ensure trajectory privacy is Mix Zones.

2. Related Work

In the literature there exist several approaches to protect the location of a user. Most of them try to prevent disclosure of unnecessary information, explicitly or implicitly controls what information is given to whom, and when. For the purposes, this information is primarily the identity and the location of an individual. However, other properties of an individual such as interests, behavior, or communication patterns could lead to the identity and location by inference or statistical analysis. In some cases giving out information cannot be avoided. This can be a threat to personal privacy if an adversary is able to access different sources and link the retrieved data. Unwanted personal problems may be the result. To prevent this, people request that their information...
be treated confidentially. For the automated world of databases and data mining, researchers developed policy schemes. These may enable adequate privacy protection, although they similarly rely on laws or goodwill of third parties.

a) ANODR

This is a routing protocol addressing the problems of route anonymity and location privacy [6]. The intention is that packets in the network cannot be traced by any observing adversary. Additionally, their routing scheme provides unlink ability. Prior to one node's ability to send a message to another, a route must be established through route discovery. This route discovery is achieved by broadcasting and forwarding packets. The sender of a message is anonymous because it is impossible to judge whether a node is actually sending a message it generated or is simply forwarding a packet as part of a route.

b) Obfuscation

Protect a user’s location privacy by deliberately degrading the accuracy of his/her spatial-temporal information. Obfuscation [7] is a class of the important approaches in location privacy.

c) Mix Networks

Mix Networks [7] uses anonymizing channels to de-link reports submitted by sensors before they reach the applications. In other words, Mix Networks act as proxies to forward user reports only when some system-defined criteria are met. Mix Network may wait to receive k reports before forwarding them to the application, e.g., to guarantee k-anonymity. However, the anonymity level directly depends on the number of reports received and “mixed” by the Mix Network. They rely on statistical methods to protect privacy and do not guarantee provably-secure privacy. Moreover, there could be scenarios where a relatively long time could pass before the desired level of anonymity is reached (when “enough” reports have been collected). As a result, Mix Networks may remarkably decrease system throughput and cannot be used in settings where timely reports are required.

d) k-Anonymity

K-anonymity [9] is a wide-spread general privacy concept not restricted to location privacy. It provides the guarantee that in a set of k objects (in our case, mobile users) the target object is indistinguishable from the other k – 1 objects. Thus, the probability to identify the target user is 1/k. The idea behind k-anonymity is that a user reports an obfuscation [7] area to a client containing his position and the positions of k – 1 other users instead of his precise position that is protected by a pseudonym. As an example consider that Alice is currently located at home and queries a location-based service for the nearest cardiology clinic. Without using anonymization, this query could reveal to the client implementing the service that Alice has health problems. By using k-anonymity, Alice would be indistinguishable from at least k – 1 other users, such that the client could not link the request to Alice. Therefore, it is required that all k users of the calculated anonymization set sent to the client share the same obfuscation [7] area such that the client cannot link the issued position to the home location of Alice.

e) Mix-Zones

Pseudonym [5] is used to break the linkage between a user’s identity and his/her events. The process of its change is usually performed in some pre-determined areas called mix-zones. In these networks, the infrastructure provides an anonymity service. The infrastructure delays and reorders messages from subscribers within a mix zone [4] to confuse an observer. A problem with this system is that there must be enough subscribers in the mix zone to provide an acceptable level of anonymity.

f) Dummy Locations

This method mainly employs the idea of dummy locations [2] to protect a user’s location privacy. A location-dependent query is abstracted as Q = (pos; P), where parameter pos is the mobile user location and parameter P denotes user-specific predicates. We call such a query Q the original query. With the location dummy approach, the original query is typically converted into a query Q

0 = (pos1; pos2; : : : ; posk; P), where the posi include the user’s real location and k - 1 dummy locations, and P is the original query predicate that applies to all k-locations. We call query Q 0 a location privacy query, since it hides the user location.

2.1 Trajectory Privacy Protection

Once a user’s trajectory is identified, the user’s locations are exposed. To achieve trajectory privacy [10] most immediate and simple ways are dummy trajectories [2] and suppression technique [12]. For example, to produce a user’s dummy trajectories through random pattern band rotation pattern. To be specific, the former generated dummy trajectory randomly from the starting point towards the destination and the later did it by rotating the user’s trajectory. However, the trajectory similarity may affect the anonymity quality. Thus, how to generate dummy trajectories [2] that look like a normal user’s trajectory is one of the main challenges of this kind of work. To prevent adversary from inferring a user’s unknown locations by using his/her partial trajectory knowledge. Location suppression technique [12] was proposed to convert a database of trajectories, which can prevent the disclosure of the user’s whole trajectory with high probability. However, those trajectory segments that are suppressed would cause the collected data lost. Trajectory k-anonymity that extends from location k-anonymity [9] is widely used in trajectory privacy protection.

a) Dummy trajectory confusion

Protecting trajectory privacy in a data publication perspective is done with a simple dummy trajectories [11] confusion method, this method propose to generate dummy trajectories in order to confuse the adversaries. In order to confound fake trajectories and the true ones, dummy
trajectories are generated under two principles: first, the movement patterns of dummies should be similar to real users; second, the intersections of trajectories should be as more as possible. Based on these rules, dummy trajectories are generated by rotating real users’ trajectories.

b) Suppression-based method

It is based on the assumption that different adversaries may have different and disjoint part of users’ trajectories. Suppression-based method [12] reduces the probability of disclosing the whole trajectories. Trajectory pieces should be suppressed, publication of these pieces may increase the whole trajectory’s breach probability above a certain threshold.

c) Trajectory k-anonymity

In this method first, trajectories are clustered based on log cost metric, then each sample location on trajectories is generalized to a region containing at least k moving objects. Then trajectories are reconstructed through randomly selecting sample points from the anonymized region [12].

3. Proposed Work

A trajectory privacy-preserving framework, for participatory sensing the proposed system helps to prevent linking of participators’ identities with their uploaded data reports. The proposed method protects participators’ identities and trajectories privacy from the perspective of graph theory based on mix-zones model and pseudonym technique. The locations on or nearby participators’ trajectories may not all be sensitive, and with this thought, proposed system only deals with the sensitive trajectory segments. Here the theoretical mix-zones model is improved to construct trajectory mix-zones model for protecting sensitive trajectory segments from the perspective of graph theory. Compared with existing trajectory privacy-preserving proposals, the proposed method has advantages of lower costs and lower information loss while the privacy level would not decrease.

3.1 Trajectory Privacy Preserving Framework

TRPF anonymizes the sensitive trajectory segment from the perspective of graph theory. To reduce information loss and costs at a certain privacy-preserving level, the whole area should be divided into several parts. According to the sensitive locations on or nearby the trajectories, the whole trajectories need to be divided into sensitive trajectory segments and no sensitive trajectory segments. TRF identifies and protects sensitive trajectory segments based on mix-zones model and pseudonym technique.

Any data collector who enters the Sensitive Area should select a pseudonym provided by TTPs to anonymize the link ability between his identity and his collected data reports. Meanwhile, they record their ingress and egress time. A participator’s information we describe as a tuple which consists of the participator’s pseudonym provided by TTPs, mapping from participator’s identity to his pseudonym, sensitive area the participator passes by, participants’ enter time and participator’s egress time interval. Trajectory Mix-zones is modeled as Directed Weighted Graph (DWG), which is formalized as the set of vertexes which are constructed by the pseudonyms provided by TTPs. It can be depicted as the set of edges that represent the participators’ trajectory mapping from the ingress to the egress in the sensitive area. DWG is a complete bipartite graph with different weights on each edge. As a result of pseudonym technique, there may be some difficulties for adversary to link the ingress and egress participator with the same identity.

The time of participators stays in mix zones can either be constant or vary, if the residence time was constant, it would encounter First in First out (FIFO) attack, that is, the first exit participator corresponds to the first one that enters the mix-zones and the pseudonym technique takes no effect. In order to prevent FIFO attack TRPF allows the time of participator’s stay in mixzones to be random. Since the time interval of data collection in sensitive area is random, even though adversary obtains the related information such as ingress and egress order and time, it cannot link the ingress pseudonym to egress pseudonym. A participator vi enters the mix-zones at time $t_{ingress}(vi)$ and exits the mix-zones in a time interval from $t_j$ to $t_j+1$. Let $P(vi,t)$ present the probability of participator vi exits the mix-zones in time interval [$t_j$, $t_j+1$].

4. Conclusion

The disclosure of data collectors’ trajectories poses serious threats to participators’ personal privacy. It may prevent participators from data sharing. This project, proposes a trajectory privacy-preserving framework TrPF for participatory sensing and a trajectory mix-zones graph model to protect participators’ trajectories from the perspective of graph theory. It may be more realistic in practice. In the future, the paper can be extended to work on...
the semantic trajectory privacy problems of multiple mix-zones in detail.
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